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Abstract

This essay provides a snapshot of sustainability and acceptability of wave energy and
eight other electricity-generating energy sources in Oregon. Since “sustainability” is an
important point of view in decision-making, the paper is centered around the concept. Although
there is no consensus on the definition of sustainability in the academic world, three dimensions
have been widely articulated: economic, ecological and social sustainability. Above these three
dimensions lies political institutions that shape the overall concept of sustainability. We
approach political institutions by discussing energy policy typology and developmental stages of
the U.S. energy politics. Then, the paper develops three sets of indicators to characterize or
operationalize sustainability. Using this framework, sustainability matrices are generated to
summarize what has been found for all energy sources. Although more research is needed to
determine how sustainable wave energy would be versus other sources, this paper as a snapshot
presents important facts, data and framework to inform energy evaluation, policy formulation
and decision-making.
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I.

Introduction
The word “sustainability,” or the phrase “sustainable development,” has been a buzz

word since the late 20th century and is part of the mission of infinite international organizations,
national institutions, cities and locales, transnational corporations, and nongovernmental
organizations (Gutman 2003; Parris and Kates 2003; Speth 2003; Schnoor 2002). The origins of
“sustainability” and “sustainable development” can be traced back to 1983, the time when the
World Commission on Environment and Development, also known as Brundtland Commission,
was constituted by the UN General Assembly (Keeble 1987). In 1987, the Brundtland report Our
Common Future was published by the Commission in which the terms “sustainability” and
“sustainable development” were coined to emphasize the interdependence of economic growth
and environmental preservation and the equity between inter- and intra-generations (Osorio,
Lobato et al. 2005). Sustainable development, by the definition given by the Commission, is the
one that satisfies the needs of the present generation without endangering the future generations’
capacity to satisfy their own (WCED 1987).
Indeed, the definition is so inclusive that proponents of sustainable development can
differ in terms of opinion of what is to be sustained, what is to be developed, how to balance
environment and development, and for how long a time (Parris and Kates 2003). Despite this
complexity, a combination of three key elements can be found in most attempts to describe
“sustainability” or “sustainable development”: economy, society and environment. For example,
the Oregon Sustainability Act, House Bill 3948, states that sustainability means “using,
developing and protecting resources in a manner that enables people to meet current needs and
provides that future generations can also meet future needs, from the joint perspective of
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environmental, economic and community objectives” (Oregon Legislative Assembly 2001). The
triple bottom line is essential to keep in mind that “to refuse the challenge implied by it [triple
bottom line] is to risk extinction” (Arup 2008). This level of thinking about sustainability is
important because it can help us with decision-making on all scales; making us more
“competitive, resilient to shocks, nimble in a fast changing world and unified in purpose” (Arup
2008). This essay, therefore, utilizes this overarching sustainable framework and examines the
comparative sustainability of wave energy in Oregon in comparison to other energy sources.
Energy is one of the most complex concerns in the dialogue of sustainability because of
two reasons. First, energy availability and access is closely related to economic and social
freedoms. An unprecedented expansion in industrialization in the 20th century is built on a
foundation of fossil energy, a finite energy resource. Today, one-third of primary energy use is
from oil; 80% comes from oil, coal and natural gas combined. Dependence on the volatile
Middle East is tightly intertwined with national and international security. Continuing population
growth and rapidly rising affluence in some parts of the world are driving up the consumption of
energy even higher (Holdren 2007). Therefore, energy, an essential good in constrained supply,
could severely limit the public and private aspirations of individuals and nations (Simon 2007).
The second reason is that many serious environmental problems are caused by the use of energy.
For example, almost all carbon dioxide generated by the combustion of fossil energy goes into
the atmosphere and contributes to the greenhouse effect and climate change. These two reasons
make the impact of energy on the three dimensions of sustainability complicated.
There are many forms of energy, such as light, heat, sound and motion, and all of them
can be characterized into two major groups: kinetic and potential. Kinetic energy is generated by
the motion of waves, electrons, atoms, molecules, substances and objects, whereas potential
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energy is stored energy and the energy of position gravitational energy (DOE 2008). Table 1
shows how energy is categorized.
Table 1: Forms of Energy (DOE 2008)
Potential Energy
Kinetic Energy
Chemical Energy (e.g. biomass, petroleum,
Electrical Energy
natural gas and propane)
Stored Mechanical Energy (e.g. compressed
Radiant Energy (e.g. visible light, x-rays,
springs and stretched rubber bands)
gamma rays and radio waves)
Nuclear Energy (e.g. fission of uranium and
Thermal Energy (e.g. heat)
fusion of hydrogen)
Gravitational Energy (e.g. hydropower)
Motion Energy (e.g. wind and wave)
Sound
Electricity is one of the most important energy forms in our daily life. One can hardly
imagine a life without electricity in today’s world: lighting, heating, powering computers,
charging cell phones, etc. Yet electricity is a secondary energy source; it is generated by the
conversion of other sources such as coal, natural gas, oil, nuclear power and natural sources.
Because of the huge significance of electricity to human society, this essay is focused upon
comparing what source is most sustainable in terms of electricity generation rather than supply of
transportation fuel.
In 2005, Oregon’s electricity mainly came from hydropower (42%) and coal (41%).
Natural gas was used to generate 10% of the electricity; nuclear, wind, and geothermal
contributed to the rest of electricity supplies (See Figure 1) (State of Oregon 2008). However,
electricity generation at the national level differs in terms of percentages and importance. In
2007, nearly half (49%) of the U.S. electricity came from coal, 21% came from natural gas, and
19% was provided by nuclear power. The rest was supplied by hydropower, biomass, geothermal,
solar photovoltaic systems (PV), wind, etc. (See Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Oregon's Electricity Mix in 2005 (State of Oregon 2008)
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Figure 2: 2007 US Annual Electricity Generation (Energy Information Administration
2008)

In order to explore potential sources for Oregon’s electricity generation and to examine
the relative sustainability of wave energy, we are focusing on the following energy sources for
our comparative research: liquefied natural gas (LNG), petroleum, nuclear power, hydropower,
geothermal power, solar power, wind power, biomass and, last but not least, wave energy.
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II.

Political Institutions in Energy Issues
Above the economic, social and environmental dimensions of sustainability lies

institutions, and thus, a discussion of institutions is important when we approach sustainability
issues (GOSD 2008) (See Figure 3).

Figure 3: Role of Institution in Sustainability (GOSD 2008)

Since the institutional dimension can help or hinder the pursuit of economic, social and
environmental sustainability, it sits above profoundly influencing and interacting with the three
legs, as seen in Figure 3. The definition of an “institution” is:

“a persistent, reasonably predictable arrangement, law, process, custom or organization
structuring aspects of the political, social, cultural or economic transactions and
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relationships in a society. Institutions allow organized and collective efforts toward
common concerns and the achievement of social goals” (Dovers 2001, p. 5).

Although by definition persistent, institutions constantly evolve, there are many types of
institutions, whether formal, informal, local, national, global, legal, customary, scientific,
political or economic, but our discussion below mainly focuses on formal political institutions.

A.

Energy Policy Type in Political Institutions
Political institutions are composed of various policies that shape the governance system,

and creating typologies for the policies is important because it helps us understand how interests
are organized, how different policies relate to each other, and how policies influence politics.
Therefore, in order to examine political institutions, we need first to introduce types of policy
that shape the political choices made (Simon 2007). In the early days, political scientists used to
categorize policies according to their topics, such as health policy, education policy, environment
policy, immigration policy, transportation policy, etc. Although this topical instrument is useful
for identifying policy domains, it can hardly reveal similarities and differences among policies in
all domains.
To improve this, policy scholars have made many efforts to formulate sound typologies,
and one of the widely accepted models was Lowi’s theory. In 1972, Theodore Lowi in his “Four
Systems of Politics, Policy, and Choice” article divided policies into four categories: constituent,
redistributive, distributive, and regulatory policy. This division was based upon the “likelihood
of coercion” (remote and immediate) and the “applicability of coercion” (individual conduct and
environment of conduct), described in the following 2×2 matrix (Figure 4). Lowi also found that
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distributive policy and constituent policy had more to do with partisan activities, whereas
regulatory policy and redistributive policy involved more interactions between various interest
groups, as indicated on the right-hand side of the matrix (Lowi 1972).

Applicability of Coercion

Remote

Environment of
Conduct

distributive
policy

constituent
policy

Immediate

Likelihood of Coercion

Individual
Conduct

regulatory
policy

redistributive
policy

decentralized
disaggregated
local
interest
identity

centralized
“system” level
cosmopolitan
ideology
status

Party/logrolling
activities

Interest group
activities

Figure 4: Lowi's Policy Typology (Lowi 1972)

Constituent policy is designed to shape the political environment and is not likely to be
coercive. One example could be the establishment of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),
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proposed by President Carter in response to the 1973 energy crisis. Since then, DOE has played a
vital role in solving energy issues in the U.S.
Redistributive policy, however, shapes the environment of conduct by using coercion
frequently. Since it often involves taking resources from one group and giving them to another,
redistributive policy can sometimes be highly controversial. This kind of policy often intends to
“manipulate the allocation of wealth, property, personal or civil rights, or some other valued
items among social classes or racial groups” (Birkland 2005, p. 145). Welfare, civil rights for
racial or social minorities, and aid to the poor cities or schools are common examples of
redistributive policy.
Unlike the redistributive policy, distributive policy generally causes little political
conflict, because when this policy distributes goods or benefits to a segment of society, the costs
are broadly spread across the population, and thus are not quite discernable. Examples include
farm subsidies, business subsidies, supports for infrastructure construction, etc. As a result of
distributive policy, logrolling occurs quite often among the members of Congress who seek to
bring home money from the “pork-barrel” (Duerst-Lahti and Kelly 1995).
Generally, regulatory policy is intended to govern individual conduct by using coercion.
Ripley and Franklin later further divided regulatory policy into two categories: competitive
regulatory policy and protective regulatory policy (Ripley and Franklin 1980). Competitive
regulatory policy “limits the provision of goods or the participation in a market to a select group
of people or organizations”, an example of which can be the allocation of radio frequencies
(Birkland 2005, p. 144). Licensing professions such as lawyers can be another instance.
Protective regulatory policy, however, “regulates some activity for the protection of the public”
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(Birkland 2005, p. 144). Regulation of air pollution to protect the public health serves as an
example of protective regulatory policy.
The four types also apply to energy policy. When an energy crisis is underway, rapid
policy response tends to be regulatory or redistributive. For example, the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act of 1975 mandated the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFÉ) standards on
new passenger cars, intended to reverse a trend toward worse gas mileage in the 1970’s energy
crisis. According to a report by the National Academy of Sciences, without CAFE, motor vehicle
fuel consumption would have been about 14 percent higher than it was in 2002 (National
Research Council 2002). Conversely, if we are in a process of incremental policy-making,
constituent or distributive policy is more likely to be used (Simon 2007). One example could be
the recent establishment of Northwest National Marine Renewable Energy Center based at the
Oregon State University Hatfield Marine Science Center. Supported by U.S. Department of
Energy with a competitively awarded grant of $1.25 million annually, the Center is intended for
wave energy research and development in the Pacific Northwest. The effectiveness of this policy
can be evaluated in the future, based on the performance of the Center.
However, there are some limitations to Lowi’s model in a sense that policies may have
two typological attributes and are therefore difficult to assign to a single category. For example,
Oregon Senate Bill 79 in the 2009 legislative session, which directs the State Department of
Energy to adopt an energy efficiency rating system to be implemented for residential and
nonresidential buildings by specified dates, has both regulatory and constituent characteristics,
because the bill regulates a state agency instead of individuals (75th Oregon Legislative
Assembly 2009). Another similar example could be Oregon Senate Bill 80, which directs the
Environmental Quality Commission to adopt a greenhouse gas cap-and-trade regulatory system
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to achieve reductions of greenhouse gas emissions (75th Oregon Legislative Assembly 2009).
Despite these exceptions mentioned above, Lowi’s model draws general conclusions about the
politics underlying policies and it is considered a powerful tool in policy analysis. Decision
makers may find it helpful to use Lowi’s model in crafting energy policy options to achieve
desired goals.

B.

Developmental Stages of the U.S. Energy Politics
Having introduced the policy types, we now examine how the U.S. energy politics has

evolved toward sustainability, because it is important to use experience to help inform the
present. Historically, the time from 1973 to the present can be divided into six periods (Simon
2007):
a.

Oil Shock I (1973-1978)
In 1973, Arab states placed an embargo on oil as punishment for the U.S. support of

Israel in the Yom Kippur War, and thus the U.S. faced a serious shortfall in supply of oil. This
crisis stimulated the states and local governments to start searching for alternative energy
resources in order to make up for the loss of petroleum. For example, California turned to
nuclear power as a solution to the problem (Holden 1980). Although environmental groups
opposed the idea of nuclear power, they were in support of other alternatives such as wind and
solar technologies. At the national level, the Energy Research and Development Administration
was committed to helping state and local governments overcome the oil crisis.
b.

Oil Shock II (1979-1982)
The second oil shock occurred during the Carter Administration (1977-1981), leading to

more environmentally-responsive approach. The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA)
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was one of the efforts made at the national level to solve the energy problem, which was
intended to diversify the nation’s energy sources and help states and local government shift
toward an alternative energy paradigm. In spite of the intended diversification, nuclear power
became more unpopular due to the Three Mile Island incident in 1979 (Rogovin 1979).
c.

Resurgence of Cheaper Petroleum and Growth of Deregulation (1983-1989)
President Reagan was inaugurated in January 1981, and during this period his

administration lifted controls on fuel prices, increased access to domestic oil exploration in
Alaska, increased access to natural gas exploration and transportation domestically, and
promoted alternative energies, nuclear energy in particular (Simon 2007). However, PURPA was
no longer as popular during this period, because Reagan believed that the free market was the
best solution to energy crisis.
d.

Reauthorization of the Energy Policy Act (1992)
President George H. W. Bush reauthorized the Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 1992,

which reaffirmed a commitment to diversify the energy portfolio, emphasizing sources with
lower pollution. Interestingly, however, the EPAct of 1992 loosened its regulation over new
nuclear power plants.
e.

Green Economy Building (1992-2005)
President Clinton sought to further diversify energy sources by intergovernmental

cooperation between local, state and federal agencies. He optimistically regarded this period as
an opportunity to develop a new green economy, and ordered federal agencies to take the
initiative to reduce dependence on petroleum by promoting cleaner burning vehicles.
f.

Reauthorization of the Energy Policy Act (2005)
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Before Sept.11, 2001, President George W. Bush attempted to explore oil and gas in the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR). However, there was mixed opinion at the time among
the public concerning the exploration. Thus, Bush decided to turn to alternative energy sources,
especially hydrogen, in order to gain support and reelection in 2004. The Hydrogen Initiative
sought to change the carbon-based infrastructure into a hydrogen-based one. However, with this
plan still in its infancy and the demand for energy is increasing, Bush went back to the idea of
exploring oil and gas in ANWR. In 2005 Congress approved a small-scale exploration. The
EPAct of 2005, signed into law by President Bush, has significantly changed the energy
paradigm:
a. Structural changes occurred (e.g. Public Utility Holding Company Act’s (PUHCA)
duties were transferred to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).)
b. Alternative energy is offered a variety of tax credits.
c. Definition of renewable energy is broadened (e.g. Next-generation nuclear energy
plants are offered incentives.)
d. Hydrogen Initiative is boosted.
e. Access to domestic petroleum and gas is increased.
f. Clean coal development is encouraged.
In short, the Bush Administration sought any source available to meet the growing
demand for energy, both renewable and non-renewable.

It can be seen in the U.S. energy politics throughout the period that regulatory policy (e.g.
regulations over nuclear power plants) and distributive policy (e.g. tax credits for renewable
energy) are more frequently utilized than constituent policy and redistributive policy.
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III.

Operationalizing Sustainability
Having conceptualized sustainability in terms of environmental, economic and social

dimensions and providing an overall institutional framework for national and international
governance of sustainability in energy context, we now need to explore what indicators should
be used to assess and operationalize sustainability from the three dimensions: environmental,
economic, and social (Assefa and Frostell 2007). There have been over 500 projects undertaken
to develop quantitative indicators. However, indicators serve different communities and have
different purposes; some might be used for political reasons, while others for research and
analysis. Since there is no consensus on which set of indicators is optimal, we seek to establish
our own measurement system to better characterize the sustainability in energy issues.
1. Technology Development
Any challenge facing our society, including energy issues, cannot be fully understood
without a discussion of technological development, because there is a synergistic relationship
between technology and society. Technology utilizes environmental resources in production; it
can help improve environmental conservation, but also generates pollution. Technology needs
funding; it can also stimulate or hinder economic growth. Technology needs social acceptance;
its development can enhance or lower social well-being. The three dimensions of sustainability
are closely intertwined with technological development, and thus we’ll discuss technological
development for every energy source before sustainability dimensions are presented.
2. Environmental Sustainability
The environment is our life-support system; without a healthy environment humanity
couldn’t exist. Goodland (1995) defines environmental sustainability as maintenance of natural
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capital both as a provider of inputs (sources) and as a sink for wastes. This definition is further
broken down into three basic rules: output rule, input rule and operational principles. Output rule
requires that waste emissions be “kept within the assimilative capacity of the local environment
without unacceptable degradation of its future waste absorptive capacity or other important
services.” Input rule is two-fold: 1) For renewable resources, harvest rates of resource inputs
should be “within regenerative capacities of the natural system that generates them,” and 2) For
nonrenewable resources, depletion rates of resource inputs should be “set below the rate at which
renewable substitutes are developed by human invention and investment.” Operational principles
include three aspects: 1) The scale of the human economic subsystem should be limited within
the environmental carrying capacity, 2) “Technological progress for sustainable development
should be efficiency-increasing rather than throughput-increasing,” and 3) Renewable resources
should be used on a “profit-optimizing, sustained-yield, and fully sustainable basis” (Goodland
1995).
There have been many ways to measure or characterize environmental sustainability, one
of which is ecological risk assessment that “evaluates the likelihood that adverse ecological
effects will occur as a result of exposure to stressors related to human activities” (Norton, Rodier
et al. 1992). EPA’s framework for ecological risk assessment has three phases: problem
formulation, analysis and risk characterization (see Figure 6). The core of the assessment is the
characterization of exposure and ecological effects. Due to time constraints, our paper only
focuses on the qualitative analysis of ecological effects to examine risks or adverse effects
imposed by use of each energy source. Analysis is conducted from the four perspectives on
which humanity depends: the geosphere (land), the atmosphere (air), the hydrosphere (water and
ice), and the biosphere (plant and animal life) (University of Nebraska-Lincoln 2008).
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Figure 5: Framework for Ecological Risk Assessment (Norton, Rodier et al. 1992)

3. Economic Sustainability
Economic sustainability can be defined at two levels: macro and micro. At a macro level,
it is widely accepted that definition of economic sustainability constitutes maintenance of capital,
which concentrates mainly on the portion of the natural resources that provide physical inputs
into the production process (Goodland 1995). Four types of indicators are often utilized to
measure economic sustainability at the macro level: (1) augmented income measures such as
Gross Domestic Product; (2) equity measures that focus on distributional concerns such as
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family income distribution; (3) resilience measures like job growth; and (4) supplementary
indicators such as life expectancy at birth (Mittelsteadt, Adamowicz et al. 2001).
In the case of electricity-generating energy, we are more interested in businesses at a
micro level where economic sustainability, from a business perspective, refers to the ability to
extract revenues that outweigh the costs of operating the business and thereby securing the future
of it (Found, Beale et al. 2006). We crafted three financial questions to measure or operationalize
economic sustainability of energy sources: (1) What is the cost of the energy in the market?; (2)
What are the financial incentives for energy at the federal level?; (3) How about incentives at the
state or local level (Simon 2007)?
Incentives are important in energy markets, especially for renewable energy, which
would hardly exist without them. Incentives identified include EPAct 2005, Renewable Energy
and Production Tax Credit, Solar Energy Technology Program, Wind Powering America, and
many more at the state and local levels. Our economic considerations are focused on market cost
of a certain type of energy, federal incentives, and state and local incentives to see how market
and government would affect economic sustainability of each electricity-generating source we
are interested in.
4. Social Sustainability
Social sustainability deals with how people or communities make choices and how the
choices affect others. It is also related to people’s happiness, safety, freedom, dignity and
affection. These aspects of social sustainability are closely intertwined with community wellbeing, the ultimate goal of all the various processes and strategies that endeavor to meet the
needs of people living together in communities (Rural Assist Information Network 2008). This
definition of community well-being is based on how members view or feel about their
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community. There has been much research on social sustainability that endeavors to improve the
community well-being (Campbell 2006).
How is community well-being measured? There is a lack of consensus. Social impact
assessments (SIAs) utilize social indicators to predict and assess the consequences of technical
projects (e.g., hydroelectric projects, waste-dump siting, etc.) (Kusel 1996). Social acceptance
has also been used to address similar questions (Paul A. Alcorn 2003) because something
socially sustainable should, at minimum, enjoy wider social acceptance (Assefa and Frostell
2007).
There is often a lag between the time when decision-makers express their interest in an
initiative, and the time when it can be widely accepted by the public. Therefore, what people
know, feel and think is one of the major determinate factors in decision-making (Assefa and
Frostell 2007). Temporary deferral is common in politics; for example, it took Sweden more than
20 years to feel less fearful about nuclear power, even though the technology has not changed
much (Kassakian JG 2000; KSU 2005). In these cases, promoting development is faced with
more of a social challenge than a technological one. Social acceptance would help shorten the
time between the first discussion of a system and its implementation (Assefa and Frostell 2007).
Researchers often use three major indicators affecting social acceptance to measure social
sustainability: knowledge, perception and fear (Becker and Vanclay 2003). “Knowledge” asks
“what does the public know?” “Perception” asks “what does the public think?” “Fear” asks
“what does the public feel?” Gathering information on those three questions often involves, but
is not limited to, observations, interviews, questionnaires, and surveys (Assefa and Frostell 2007).
Answers to these questions provide information on the degree of community well-being that the
members feel they have. To better serve the purpose of characterizing energy sustainability, we
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have replaced “fear” with “risk” in our essay and asked “what is the risk of each energy source
perceived by people?”
In this essay, the way we operationalize sustainability is to first introduce technological
development and then to select “adverse effects on the four spheres” for environment, “cost and
incentives” for economy, and “knowledge, perception and risk” for social dimension (Figure 7).
We apply this format to each energy source with a brief statement of overall acceptability for
Oregon. Although our research is far from perfect due to time constraints, the paper uses the best
available data to draw our conclusions.
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Figure 6: Operationalization of Sustainability
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IV.

Methods
This essay utilizes secondary data to address energy sustainability. Journal articles, books,

scientific databases, government documents are the major information sources. Key words
frequently used in searching for related data include “Environmental Sustainability,” “Social
Sustainability,” “Economic Sustainability,” “Acceptability,” “Energy Policy,” “Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG),” “Petroleum,” “Nuclear power,” “Hydropower,” “Geothermal Power,”
“Solar power,” “Wind Power,” “Biomass,” “Wave Energy,” etc. The results are based on the
best available data we can access.

V.

Discussion
1. Sustainability of Liquefied Natural Gas

A. Technology
Natural gas is underground deposits of gases consisting of 50 to 90 percent methane
(CH4) and small amounts of heavier gaseous hydrocarbon compounds such as propane (C3H8)
and butane (C4H10) (EPA 2008). Unlike other fossil fuels, natural gas is often considered clean
energy because it emits lower levels of harmful byproducts into the air. Natural gas can be used
for producing heat, operating engines and generating electricity. Although compared to other
fossil energy it is a small part of the electricity market, natural gas is still considered important
because of its low emissions. Sometimes, the gas is cooled to approximately -260° F at ambient
air pressure and stored in a liquefied form for transportation purposes known as liquefied natural
gas (LNG). Special ships are used to transport the LNG. After it reaches its destination, LNG is
converted back to the gas state by vaporization at 35° F (Oregon Pipeline 2008). Now there are
about 113 active LNG facilities in the United States, with more than 64 million Americans using
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it to heat and cool their homes, and more than 280,000 miles of natural gas transmission
pipelines are available nationwide (Dominion 2008; Oregon Pipeline 2008).
B. Environmental Sustainability
•

Impact on the Geosphere: There are concerns about LNG spills. A spill over land may
result in local LNG pool fires, burning and damaging land (G.A.Chamberlain 2006).

•

Impact on the Atmosphere: LNG is odorless, non-toxic, non-corrosive and noncarcinogenic per se. The combustion of re-gasified LNG for electricity generation is
much cleaner than other fossil energy, because it contains virtually no sulfur and can
reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 65 percent (Foss 2003; Oregon Pipeline 2008).
However, methane, the primary component of LNG, can still contribute to the
greenhouse effect due to its carbon elements. Also, compared to the current piped natural
gas, LNG has more greenhouse gas emissions because of the energy used in shipping,
liquefying and re-gasifying. In 2007, researchers at Carnegie Mellon University found
that LNG can be equivalent to coal in terms of the greenhouse gas emissions if it is
shipped over long distances (Oregon Department of Energy 2008).

•

Impact on the Hydrosphere: LNG spills or pipeline breakages can cause severe pollution
of water (Eden 1981). There are limitations in existing data that approach this issue in
detail.

•

Impact on the Biosphere: LNG projects may cause mortality and injury of marine
organisms due to impingement, entrainment, ship strikes, etc. Other adverse impacts
could include damage to marine habitats due to vessel operation, construction, disposal,
water use, etc. (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2005)
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C. Economic Sustainability
•

Market Cost: There were 647,635 residential and 74,683 commercial customers in
Oregon, 2006, who consumed 41 and 28 billion cubic feet of natural gas, respectively.
The average prices of natural gas paid by residential and commercial customers were
$14.53 and $12.94 per thousand cubic feet, respectively (Energy Information
Administration 2008). On an annual basis, the Henry Hub spot price of natural gas is
expected to average $9.71 per thousand cubic feet (Mcf) in 2008 and $8.55 per Mcf in
2009 (Energy Information Administration 2008). Compared to regular natural gas, LNG
operations are not cheap. Upfront costs have to be spent on construction of liquefaction
facilities, purchase of specially designed LNG ships, and development of re-gasfication
facilities. It will also take time and money to liquefy, transport and re-gasify natural gas
(Foss 2003; State of Oregon 2008). Internationally, there are two major LNG markets:
the Atlantic Basin and the Pacific Basin, both of which supply LNG in the U.S. at a
higher price than the natural gas from North America. For Oregon, 100% of the natural
gas is imported; major supply sources are Canada and the Rocky Mountain states
(Oregon Pipeline 2008). It is estimated that traditional pipelines from the Rocky
Mountains are more economic and environmentally friendly than the LNG terminals
proposed in Oregon (Oregon Department of Energy 2008).

•

Federal Incentives: President George W. Bush has proposed the expansion of LNG port
facilities, and the EPAct of 2005 gives FERC exclusive jurisdiction over where LNG
facilities should be sited. There are some federal incentives for LNG as a motor vehicle
fuel, such as the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act, which
provides $0.50 per gallon incentive for businesses, individuals and tax-exempt entities
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that sell or use the fuel (Natural Gas Vehicles for America 2008). Since we are focused
on the LNG used for electricity generation, the LNG fuels are not further discussed.
•

State and Local Incentives: Currently, there is no state incentive for the LNG projects,
and the State of Oregon is not in favor of building LNG terminals in the state. Since
FERC has exclusive control for siting, construction, expansion and operation of LNG
terminals, the state siting process is pre-empted where the Oregon Energy Facility Siting
Council makes decision about siting and Oregon Department of Energy coordinates all
permits. In order to influence FERC and protect Oregon’s environment, Governor
Kulongoski appointed Oregon Department of Energy as the State’s lead agency to work
with FERC to adopt Oregon’s rules (State of Oregon 2008).

D. Social Sustainability
•

Risk: People are concerned about LNG facilities being a potential target for terrorism
(Parformak 2003). LNG explosions and fires are also major concerns (Foss 2003). In
addition, other concerns can be raised. For example, people in Astoria, Oregon are
concerned about a proposal to locate a LNG facility and its potential impact on salmon
habitat (Profita 2008). Oregon House Bill 2015 LNG Public Protection Act in the 2009
Legislative Session gives the public the power to minimize LNG in Oregon, which can
also reflect the Oregonians’ fear of LNG in some way (75th Oregon Legislative
Assembly 2009).

•

Perception: There’s a tendency for Oregonians to relate LNG to severe harm on salmon,
new pipelines running through forests and farmlands, and inherent fire threats of LNG
technology (Register-Guard 2008). Hardly any positive perceptions have been formed
among the public, although LNG companies in Oregon have insisted that benefits
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brought by LNG include investment in the local and regional economy, creation of family
wage jobs or construction jobs, etc.
•

Knowledge: There isn’t much data available regarding the public’s knowledge of LNG.
But compared to new emerging technologies, such as wave energy, people are more
familiar with this conventional energy form. Nevertheless, more research is needed to
examine how much the public know about the technology and its pros and cons.

E. Acceptability for Oregon
For Oregon, LNG is likely to receive opposition due to its potential adverse impacts on
the environment. Economically, natural gas from Rocky Mountains appears to be more feasible
and economically beneficial. Socially, Oregonians have expressed fear and concern about the
possible negative impacts on Oregon’s environment, and with little research results or
knowledge and understanding of this energy source, it appears that LNG remains disapproved by
the public.

2. Sustainability of Petroleum
A. Technology
Petroleum can serve as a fuel and a source for electricity. In researching petroleum, we
find it difficult to obtain data or information of petroleum used specifically for electricity.
Nevertheless, a general discussion of petroleum is presented below without distinguishing its two
uses.
Consumption of petroleum in the U.S. has risen steadily since 1950. Now approximately
20 million barrels are consumed daily, and there is an increasing dependence on foreign
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suppliers of crude petroleum. 21.3 billion barrels of crude petroleum have been found in proven
reserves in the U.S. and the U.S. protectorates (Simon 2007).
How does petroleum produce electricity? In a steam power plant, petroleum is burned in
gas turbine generators to heat water, which in turn becomes steam and goes through a turbine to
generate electricity (The Electricity Forum 2008). From January through April 2008, petroleum
fired plants contribute to 1.1 percent of the U.S. electric power, with 0.7 percent coming from
petroleum liquid and the remainder from petroleum coke (Energy Information Administration
2008).
B. Environmental Sustainability
•

Impact on the Geosphere: Exploration for and production of petroleum can have harmful
impacts on soil, surface and groundwater, and ecosystems due to improper disposal of
saline water produced both with petroleum from accidental hydrocarbon and producedwater releases and from abandoned oil wells (Veil, Puder et al. 2004; Kharaka and Hanor
2003; Kharaka, Thordsen et al. 1995; Richter and Kreitler 1993).

•

Impact on the Atmosphere: Petroleum coke has a high sulfur and nitrogen content,
leading to undesirable emission characteristics (Wang, Anthony et al. 2004). Emission of
mercury can also occur from processing petroleum (Wilhelm 2001). Also, carbon dioxide
emitted from petroleum-fired electricity generation contributes a lot to the national total
of the greenhouse gas (DOE and EPA 2000).

•

Impact on the Hydrosphere: Offshore drilling for oil can pollute the ocean by discharging
735,000 gallons of oil every year into the ocean (National Research Council 2003). Also,
ground water and surface water can be contaminated by improper disposal of wastes
(EnviroTools 2008).
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•

Impact on the Biosphere: Oil exploration may cause many biological and ecological
problems. For example, drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is predicted to
have major effects on caribou and musk oxen and moderate effects on wolves, wolverines,
polar bears, snow geese, seabirds and shorebirds, arctic grayling and coastal fisheries
(Kotchen and Burger 2007).

C. Economic Sustainability
•

Market Cost: Crude oil prices in the U.S. had been skyrocketing in the past few years
until early 2009 when the price was dropping dramatically (see Table 2) (Energy
Information Administration 2008). Recently, we see the price increasing again. It’s been
difficult to predict oil prices now.

Table 2: Crude Oil Prices in the U.S. (Energy Information Administration 2008)
Crude Oil Prices (dollars per barrel) 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
2009
West Texas Intermediate Spot Average 41.44 56.49 66.02 72.32 99.57 43.14
Imported Average
35.89 48.90 59.05 67.13 92.57 40.80
Refiner Average Acquisition Cost
36.96 50.25 60.26 68.09 94.97 41.82

•

Federal Incentives: Historically, there have been a large number of incentives that target
the petroleum industry until the late 1970s when Congress started enacting incentives to
encourage alternative energy sources (Hymel 2008). However, the George W. Bush
Administration has focused on petroleum production again. For example, in 2005,
Congress decided to open a small area of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to explore
oil (Simon 2007).

•

State and Local Incentives: No incentives targeting petroleum are found at the state level
in Oregon. In contrast, instead of incentives, some local regulations are available for
petroleum programs. For example, Oregon Petroleum Load Fee Program, passed by the
Oregon Legislature in 1989, imposes a fee on: (1) the initial withdrawal of petroleum
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products from a bulk terminal facility; and (2) the import of petroleum products into a
storage tank other than a tank connected to a bulk facility in Oregon. The current fee is
$2.50 per load on withdrawal from a bulk terminal facility and $2.50 per load on products
imported into the state (Revenue 2006).
D. Social Sustainability
•

Risk: Concerns mostly come from unreliable foreign sources, increasing domestic
demand, and the resultant high prices of petroleum. Such risk is partly reflected by how
people think about the petroleum market. A survey conducted by CNN/Opinion Research
Corp shows that seventy-eight percent of the respondents believe gasoline price will hit
$5 a gallon, and fear that they will have to pay more are strong. Sixty percent said high
fuel prices have caused hardship for them or their household (Joyner 2008).

•

Perception: People in the U.S. and Europe tend to perceive petroleum as an aging, “dirty”
industry with questionable long-term prospects (Hermanmiller 2008). A study in Canada
confirmed this tendency with citizens having negative perceptions of petroleum refineries
and the effects of the refinery on their health (Luginaah, Martin Taylor et al. 2002). From
a historic perspective, the current generation of Americans is not like earlier generations
who emphasized materialism and economic self-interest. Now postmaterialists, such as
the “Baby Boomers,” are more concerned with quality of life issues including
environmentalism. With such value changes, this generation has been attempting to free
the country from the yoke of international petroleum producers (Simon 2007).

•

Knowledge: A survey about the public’s attitudes on energy use and environmental
concerns done by the Carbon Capture and Sequestration Technologies Program at MIT
showed that generally the public is aware that automobiles, factories, and power plants
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emit carbon dioxide and contribute to climate change, and people are increasingly willing
to take action to “go green” even at a higher cost (Curry 2004).
E. Acceptability for Oregon
Oregon is not abundant in petroleum resources and does not have internal crude oil
resources. All the petroleum in Oregon is imported, and no refineries are available here. Ninety
percent of Oregon’s refined petroleum products come from four refineries in the Puget Sound
area of Washington via Olympic Pipeline and barges. More than eighty percent of the crude oil
at the Puget Sound refineries originates in the Alaska North Slope oil fields. The Port of Portland
receives the refined oil and distributes statewide from there (State of Oregon 2008) (see Figure
8). As demand for petroleum increases, the supply system is pressured more. Supply difficulties
can come from natural disaster, unexpected infrastructure failure, or maintenance of aging
system (State of Oregon 2008). Therefore, other energy sources and energy technologies have
long been encouraged in Oregon to meet energy demand and mitigate environmental concerns.
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Figure 7: Oregon's Petroleum (State of Oregon 2008)
3. Sustainability of Nuclear Power
A. Technology
Not only can complex compounds of fossil sources generate electricity, but small atoms,
such as Uranium, can produce electricity as well. There are two types of Uranium involved in
this process: U-238 and U-235. Most of the uranium in use is U-238, but U-235 splits more
easily. When a U-235 atom splits, neutrons are released and hit other uranium atoms, causing
more uranium atoms to split. This chain reaction is called fission, which produces a huge amount
of heat that can turn water into steam for energy production by driving turbines (Figure 9).
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Figure 8: Chain Reaction (Hodgson 1999)

Figure 10 illustrates how this works. Now there are approximately 104 nuclear power
plants in the U.S. that contribute twenty percent of the national electricity (Nuclear Energy
Institute 2008).

Nuclear
fission
makes
heat

Heat
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Steam
turns
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turn
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around
country

Figure 9: How Nuclear Plants Generate Electricity (Darvill 2009)

B. Environmental Sustainability
•

Impact on the Geosphere: There are some cases showing that radioactive waste leaking
from a nuclear power plant contaminated the local soil. Once the radionuclides enter the
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soil, it can transfer from soil to plants through the food chain and go further along the
chain (New York Times 1981; Zhu and Shaw 2000).
•

Impact on the Atmosphere: Nuclear power production does not generate smoke or carbon
dioxide, and thus the greenhouse effect would not increase. Although a nuclear power
station releases radioactive substances into the atmosphere, the radioactivity is even less
than that of substances emitted from coal power stations (Hodgson 1999). However,
during the decay of uranium, radon can be produced, which is known to cause cancer in
humans (Connexions 2008).

•

Impact on the Hydrosphere: Nuclear power reactors are often located near rivers, lakes or
oceans, because they require a large amount of cooling water. A powerful intake of water
into nuclear reactor and an equal amount of wastewater at a higher temperature
discharged back into the river may disturb the hydro system and the marine life within
the system (Energy Justice Network 2008).

•

Impact on the Biosphere: Radioactive substances can be introduced through the food
chain, causing tissue damage, loss of appetite, illness, cancer and even death (Hodgson
1999; Connexions 2008).

C. Economic Sustainability
•

Market Cost: Nuclear power is cost competitive with fossil fuel for electricity generation,
although capital costs are relatively higher and decommissioning and waste disposal costs,
which are often externalized for other electricity-generating technologies, are internalized
in nuclear power production. However, building nuclear power plants costs more than
constructing coal- or gas-fired plants due to the need for special materials, safety facilities
and back-up control equipment (World Nuclear Association 2008). The Energy Utility
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Cost Group showed that nuclear utility generation costs on average 2.866 c/kWh in the
U.S. in 2007. The electricity generation cost projected for 2010 is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Electricity Generating Cost for Nuclear Power
5% discount rate
10% discount rate
Electricity Generating Cost for
Nuclear Power
(the U.S. 2003 cents/kWh, 40
3. 01
4.65
year lifetime, 85% load factor)

•

Federal Incentives: In the EPAct of 2005, three types of federal incentives were included
for nuclear power production: Nuclear Production Tax Credit, Regulatory Risk Insurance,
and Loan Guarantees. The Nuclear Production Tax Credit provides a 1.8 cents/kwh tax
credit for up to 6,000 megawatts of new nuclear capacity for the first 8 years of operation,
up to $125 million annually per 1,000 megawatts. Regulatory Risk Insurance, called
“Standby Support,” covers some of the costs of licensing delays. The first 2 new reactors
that meet certain criteria will be reimbursed for all such costs, up to $500 million apiece,
whereas each of the next 4 reactors will receive fifty percent reimbursement of up to
$250 million. Loan Guarantees will cover up to eighty percent of a nuclear power plant’s
estimated cost (Parker and Holt 2007).

•

State and Local Incentives: No incentives are found at state or local levels in Oregon, and
voters approved an initiative in November 1980 to limit the licensing of new nuclear
power plants. See details in Acceptability for Oregon section below.

D. Social Sustainability
•

Risk: There are three major risks associated with nuclear power: nuclear radiation (which
can cause deaths or serious harm to people), plutonium (an inevitable by-product of
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nuclear power production and the most toxic element known) and nuclear waste disposal
(Rossin 2003).
•

Perception: Many people were affected by events such as the Three Mile Island (U.S.)
and Chernobyl disasters (Russia), and the general public’s perception of nuclear power
tends to be negative. Polls conducted before and after Chernobyl confirmed this point.
11,819 people in twelve European Economic Community (EEC) countries were asked if
the risks associated with nuclear power stations are “worthwhile,” “of no concern” or
“unacceptable.” Results changed from forty-three percent, seven percent, and thirty-eight
percent in 1984 to twenty-nine percent, seven percent and fifty-six percent in 1986 after
Chernobyl (Hodgson 1999).

•

Knowledge: Apparently, the public became more aware of the risks of nuclear power
after the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl disasters. But how much people know about
the benefits of nuclear power is still in question, which to a great extent determines the
acceptability of nuclear power in our society.

E. Acceptability for Oregon
Nuclear power production is not quite acceptable in Oregon mostly because in November
1980 Oregon voters approved an initiative, which limits the licensing of new nuclear power
plants. Only with voter approval and a permanent repository may a new plant be licensed (State
of Oregon 2008). Oregon Statute 469.595 and 469.597 describe the two, respectively
(Statelawyers 2008).
469.595 - Condition to site certificate for nuclear-fueled thermal power plant
Before issuing a site certificate for a nuclear-fueled thermal power plant, the
Energy Facility Siting Council must find that an adequate repository for the disposal of
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the high-level radioactive waste produced by the plant has been licensed to operate by the
appropriate agency of the federal government. The repository must provide for the
terminal disposition of such waste, with or without provision for retrieval for
reprocessing.
469.597 - Election procedure; elector approval required
(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of ORS 469.370, if the Energy Facility Siting
Council finds that the requirements of ORS 469.595 have been satisfied and proposes to
issue a site certificate for a nuclear-fueled thermal power plant, the proposal shall be
submitted to the electors of this state for their approval or rejection at the next available
statewide general election. The procedures for submitting a proposal to the electors under
this section shall conform, as nearly as possible to those for state measures, including but
not limited to procedures for printing related material in the voters' pamphlet. (2) A site
certificate for a nuclear-fueled thermal power plant shall not be issued until the electors
of this state have approved the issuance of the certificate at an election held pursuant to
subsection (1) of this section.

4. Sustainability of Hydropower
A. Technology
Running water can generate electricity. When water flows through tunnels in a dam, it
spins turbines and drives generators to produce electricity (Figure 11). Water can be stored above
the dam to cope with peaks in demand (Darvill 2009). Hydropower accounted for six percent of
total U.S. electricity generation in 2007. However, more than fifty percent of the total U.S.
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hydropower is concentrated in three States: Washington, California and Oregon (Energy
Information Administration 2008).

Figure 10: Hydropower Technology (Darvill 2009)

B. Environmental Sustainability
•

Impact on the Geosphere: Hydropower dams can prevent nutrient-rich silt from reaching
the downstream land, which may result in more use of fertilizers in agriculture along the
river, allowing for more pollution (Bowyer 2008). It is estimated that twenty-five percent
of the sediment flux that is supposed to go downstream can be impounded behind dams
(Voromarty, Meybeck et al. 2003). Hydropower dams can affect ecological functions by
converting river or land ecosystems into lake ecosystems (Bowyer 2008).

•

Impact on the Atmosphere: It is widely accepted that hydropower does not produce
atmospheric pollution and does not contribute to the greenhouse effect. A study by the
International Hydropower Association indicates that emissions from hydropower were to
40 times lower than from thermal power plants, and a hydropower plant can absorb and
store more CO2 than they emit (International Hydropower Association 2003). However,
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two papers published by the International Rivers Network have proposed that flooded
areas may be sources of CO2 rather than sinks (McCully 2004; Parekh 2004).
•

Impact on the Hydrosphere: Reservoirs in hydropower plants can act as buffers during
flooding seasons and reduce the runoff peaks to prevent flooding downstream (Verbunt,
Zwaaftink et al. 2005). However, one the concerns about hydropower is that the rotting
vegetation within the dam can cause the water to be acidic (Bowyer 2008).

•

Impact on the Biosphere: Hydropower also causes biological and ecological concerns.
For instance, salmon need to swim upstream along the Columbia River to their spawning
grounds to reproduce, but dams block their way and have been one cause in the decline of
salmon. Fish ladders have been built to fix the problem and help salmon swim upstream,
but when the small fish try to come down the river, it is very likely that they will be
injured by the turbines (Bowyer 2008). Another major biological problem arises from
acidic conditions in reservoirs, which may promote the growth of certain types of bacteria.
Those bacteria release metals such as mercury, which is in turn absorbed by fish and
travels further along the food chain. Such mercury poisoning has been reported in Canada
(Hoey and Postl 1998).

C. Economic Sustainability
•

Market Cost: Hydroelectricity is among the lowest cost energy, approximately 0.6 cents
per kWh in 2006 (the cost per kWh is calculated by dividing total life-cycle costs by the
estimated amount of energy in kWh the system will produce over its operating life).
Since hydropower dams were built decades ago, capital costs or debt service are minimal.
Operational costs and maintenance costs are low (Werner 2006).
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•

Federal Incentives: EPAct 2005 includes a major reform of the licensing procedure for
hydroelectric dams. It also provides federal incentives to renewable energies including
hydro. For example, renewable generation credit allows hydro to receive 0.9 cents per
kWh (Neff 2005). Another incentive would be Clean Renewable Energy Bonds (CREBS),
which work as a tax credit bond and can be applied to certain hydroelectric facilities
(American Public Power Association 2008). Hydroelectric Production Incentives also
offer 1.8 cents per kWh payment to certain hydroelectric facilities (Cornell University
Law School 2008).

•

State and Local Incentives: Two major financial incentives for hydroelectric power in
Oregon are the Business Energy Tax Credits (BETC) and Energy Loan Program. The
BETC provides tax credits to businesses that invest in hydroelectric systems below 25
megawatts of capacity in Oregon. This credit could be up to 35 percent of the project cost.
The Energy Loan Program offers low-interest, fixed rate, long-term loans to businesses
that develop any size hydroelectric project in Oregon (Oregon.Gov 2008). Other local
relevant incentives include BEF Renewable Energy Grant, Energy Trust Open
Solicitation Program, Interconnection Standards, Mandatory Utility Green Power Option,
Oregon Net Metering, Oregon Energy Trust Incentives, Portland Green Building Policy
and LEED Certification, Renewable Energy Systems Exemption, Renewable Portfolio
Standard, etc. (DSIRE 2008).

D. Social Sustainability
•

Risk: Unlike nuclear power, hydropower is not associated with much risk. However,
many ecological concerns still exist, such as mercury contamination, bioaccumulation,
and limitation of biodiversity are sources of anxiety (Rosenberg, Berkes et al. 1997).
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•

Perception: Hydropower is often considered yesterday’s technology, and when thinking
about renewable energy today, people seem to be more excited about photovoltaics,
hydrogen, or other new types of technology. There is also a tendency for the public to
relate hydropower to a massive, landscape-altering, history-flooding, fish-blocking
energy source (Ballentine 2004), instead of some of the smaller-scale hydropower
systems in, say, Alaska.

•

Knowledge: It is found through a review of literature that the public is aware of both
advantages and disadvantages of hydropower. Almost the same amount of literature can
be found from two sides. People are well informed of hydropower’s low cost, efficiency
and reliability, while they quite understand its environmental concerns as well.

E. Acceptability for Oregon
Since the present availability of water resources in Oregon provides a large capacity for
electricity, hydropower is able to meet forty-four percent of Oregon’s electricity demand.
However, the growing need for surface water supply by irrigation, drinking water, etc. is likely
to affect the long term acceptability of hydropower. Aging infrastructure that nears the end of its
engineered life is also a challenge to hydropower in Oregon (Achterman 2008). The public’s
knowledge about its environmental impacts may limit the growth or development of hydropower.
On the other hand, some relevant public and private incentives in Oregon could help hydropower
to be somewhat competitive.
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5. Sustainability of Geothermal Power
A. Technology
The center of our Earth reaches 6000 degrees Celsius, and the heat underground can be
used to heat houses and to generate electricity. If holes are drilled down to a hot region, and
water is pumped down an “injection well,” the water goes through the cracks in the rocks and
comes back up the “recovery well” under pressure. When it reaches the surface, the water has
become steam, capable of driving turbines and producing electricity, as seen in Figure 12
(Darvill 2009). Heat pumps, direct use, flash steam power, and binary steam power are four
major geothermal technologies. The first two are thermal, while flash steam power and binary
steam power are primarily used to produce electricity. Geothermal resources above 200 degrees
Celsius are considered high-grade, and they are found abundantly in the American west.
Medium-grade resources (150-200 degrees Celsius) are mostly found in the west and southwest.
Low-grade resources (100-150 degrees Celsius) are found throughout the U.S. (Simon 2007).

Figure 11: Geothermal Power Technology (Darvill 2009)

B. Environmental Sustainability
•

Impact on the Geosphere: When the cooler-injected water meets the hotter rocks
underground, it causes rapid decline in temperature, potentially reducing the quality of
geothermal resources, especially when the geological formation surrounding the resource
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does not have a strong heat source (Kumagai, Tanaka et al. 2004). Poor quality of
geothermal resources might limit our future use of the underground heat.
•

Impact on the Atmosphere: Two operational systems can be used in a geothermal power
plant: an open-loop system and a closed-loop system. When an open-loop system is used,
the superheated water being extracted may contact surface soils and air, contaminating
the atmosphere by its harmful components, such as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, methane,
toxic sludge, etc. However, a well-designed closed-loop system can minimize this effect.
Generally speaking, geothermal power does not contribute much to the greenhouse effect
(Simon 2007).

•

Impact on the Hydrosphere: Availability of adequate geothermal water resources has
become a problem. Some geothermal power plants inject waste water into geothermal
reservoirs and generate impurities in the geothermal brine, which may affect the quality
of ground water (Simon 2007; Pryfogle 2005).

•

Impact on the Biosphere: Geothermal power plants would release elements like mercury,
Arsenic, Boron and antimony, which could in turn be absorbed by mosses, higher plants
and organs of small mammals living close to geothermal installations (Bargagli, Cateni et
al. 1997). Research on the ability to scrub these toxins out so as to keep them from being
released was difficult to find.

C. Economic Sustainability
•

Market Cost: The estimated costs of geothermal power depend on the quality of the
resource, location, demand level and type of project development (Tester, Herzog et al.
1994). Total capital costs of small plants (< 5MW) are between $1, 858 and $3,484/kW,
while those of large plants are between $1,336 and $2,255/kW. Operations and
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maintenance costs range from 0.5 cents/kWh to 1.5 cents/kWh. Generally the average
cost of geothermal power is between 0.08 cents and $1.75 per kWh (Simon 2007).
•

Federal Incentives: One example of federal incentive is Renewable Energy and
Production Tax Credit, which provides an incentive for geothermal power at the federal
level. Corporations that invest in or utilize solar or geothermal energy property in the U.S.
are given a ten percent tax credit and an additional twenty-five percent tax credit of the
remaining total tax (Database of State Incentives for Renewable Energy 2008).

•

State and Local Incentives: The Oregon Small Scale Energy Loan Program (SELP) offers
low interest loans for projects that produce renewable energy, such as geothermal. Loans
can pay for capital costs and related costs such as engineering and design, permits, loan
fees, and project management. Loan rates are fixed; tax-exempt rates may be available.
Loan terms can vary from five to fifteen years (Oregon.Gov 2008). Other geothermal
incentives include: BEF - Renewable Energy Grant, Business Energy Tax Credit, Energy
Trust - Open Solicitation Program, Mandatory Utility Green Power Option, Oregon
Energy Trust, Portland - Green Building Policy and LEED Certification, Portland - Green
Power Purchasing and Generation, Renewable Energy Systems Exemption and
Renewable Portfolio Standard (DSIRE 2008).

D. Social Sustainability
•

Risk: Unlike nuclear power or other renewable energies, geothermal energy hasn’t drawn
much public attention due to limited exploitation of resources. Hardly any literature has
indicated serious risks for geothermal energy, though specific public concerns about it do
exist (see Perception section).
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•

Perception: Generally, geothermal energy is considered environmentally friendly and
benign judging from experiences of small-scale developments in the UK and of largescale projects in France and Italy (DiPippo 1988). However, the case of Hawaii provides
a situation in which local land use conflicts and substantial public protest arose from
geothermal energy developments. In 1972, Hawaii began its massive exploration of
geothermal potential. As a large 500MV plant project proceeded, public opposition grew
due to its “violation of religious and spiritual sites by drilling, the noise and smells from
test programs and the operation of a pilot plant, the destruction of lowland rainforest
areas, safety from lava inundation, the disturbance of rare flora and fauna, the damage to
tourist trade, and the unwanted industrialization of a largely agricultural and servicebased island economy.” Since then, the public protest had continued for 18 years,
hindering the development of geothermal energy. Therefore, there is a mixed feeling or
perception among the public (Walker 1995). In future research, it would be good to find
more examples in the mainland of the U.S. dealing with the perception of geothermal
energy.

•

Knowledge: Researchers from Oregon State University recently conducted a survey
regarding Oregon energy policy and the public’s knowledge and perceptions (Steel and
Stefanovich 2008). In answering the question “how familiar are you with geothermal
energy”, only twenty-eight percent of people state-wide are familiar or very familiar with
the technology. Numbers vary slightly between Portland Metro, Willamette Valley and
coastal areas (Table 4).
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Table 4: The public's familiarity with geothermal energy (Steel and Stefanovich 2008)
Geothermal Energy
State-wide
Portland
Willamette
Coastal
Sample
Metro
Valley
Sample
Not Familiar
27%
25%
29%
30%
Somewhat Familiar
44%
55%
38%
39%
Familiar
21%
17%
22%
20%
Very Familiar
7%
3%
11%
11%
E. Acceptability for Oregon
The Cascades, central and southeast Oregon, and parts of northeast Oregon are abundant
in high heat flow. Areas outside the Newberry National Volcanic Monument can be
commercially feasible for high-temperature geothermal electricity production in the Pacific
Northwest. Lake and Malheur counties also have potential in geothermal energy development.
Geothermal energy is included as an important renewable energy source in the Oregon
Renewable Energy Action Plan, created by the Oregon Department of Energy. In 2006,
Governor Kulongoski created the Renewable Energy Working Group focusing on wind,
geothermal, biomass and ocean power. Thus, geothermal energy has been considered a
promising energy source for Oregon. The acceptability of geothermal energy, however, depends
considerably upon how the development would be managed locally (State of Oregon 2008). The
Hawaii geothermal experience could be a lesson here.

6. Sustainability of Solar Power
A. Technology
There are three ways to use solar technology: solar cells, solar water heating, and solar
furnaces. Solar cells, or photovoltaic cells, convert light into electricity. Solar water heating
systems heat water in glass panels on your roof. Solar furnaces can produce very high
temperatures by concentrating the Sun’s energy into a small space (Darvill 2009). In discussing
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sustainability of the solar power, our focus is on the first technology that generates electricity:
solar cells.
First, the energy of photons from the Sun is absorbed by photovoltaic systems (PV) cells,
causing the movement of electrons to create electrical voltage. Then the electrons travel through
an electrical circuit to drive an electrical device, or can be stored in a battery for future use (see
Figure 13) (Simon 2007). Solar cells are used for both consumer and commercial applications.
Emergency call boxes along state freeways and solar-powered electronic devices are major
applications (EPRI 2003). In 2001, approximately thirty-one percent of the PV solar cells
nationwide were manufactured in California.

Figure 12: How Solar Cells Work (Specmat.com 2008)
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B. Environmental Sustainability
•

Impact on the Geosphere: Tin oxide used in electron collector grids could contaminate
soil (and water), and industrial solvents used to clean solar collectors can cause soil
contamination at a high concentration (Simon 2007).

•

Impact on the Atmosphere: Although the greenhouse gas is not a problem in solar energy
generation, toxic and explosive gases are involved in producing PV devices, such as
silane, arsine, phosphine, hydrogen sulfide and hydrogen selenide. A catastrophic release
of those toxic gases may result in serious atmospheric pollution (EPRI 2003).

•

Impact on the Hydrosphere: Disposal of solar cell modules in a landfill could result in
contamination of local ground and surface water through many pathways. For example,
toxic chemicals from solar cells can reach a drinking water well or river through
groundwater seepage (EPRI 2003).

•

Impact on the Biosphere: The PV industry uses carcinogenic chemicals to produce solar
cells. For example, cadmium compounds are used to produce thin-film solar cells. Arsine
is a doping gas used in producing polycrystalline silicon cells and gallium arsenide solar
cells. Major carcinogenic chemicals include arsenic, arsine, cadmium, dichloromethane,
trichloroethylene, etc. (EPRI 2003).

C. Economic Sustainability
•

Market Cost: The world market for solar PV is doubling every 2 years, and the
manufacturing cost has fallen approximately twenty percent with each doubling (State of
Oregon 2008). Domestically, the demand for PV cells has increased since 1994, while
their prices have decreased (Simon 2007). Most PV cells produce electricity for
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approximately $1 per kilowatt hour, but it is predicted that with technological advances
the cost would be reduced to 3-25 cents per kilowatt hour (Bronstein 2008; Bullis 2008).
•

Federal Incentives: At the federal level, the Solar Energy Technology Program (SETP)
seeks to promote efficient solar energy systems. The program attempts to streamline
market processes, to encourage R&D in solar industry, and to promote the use of solar
energy by commercial enterprises. SETP also provides grant opportunities and
collaborative projects to universities (U.S. Department of Energy 2008). The majority of
the SETP budget contributes to promoting solar PVs, and the rest of it focuses on solar
heating, lighting, etc. (See Figure 14) (U.S. Department of Energy 2008).

Figure 13: Budget Appropriation for SETP (U.S. Department of Energy 2008)

•

State and Local Incentives: Residential Solar Electric (PV) Tax Credits is an example of
solar incentives statewide, which provides a tax credit for PV systems of $3 per peak watt
of installed capacity with a maximum credit of $6000 (Oregon.Gov 2008). Other solar
incentives include Ashland - Solar Access Ordinance, BEF - Renewable Energy Grant,
Business Energy Tax Credit, Eugene - Solar Standards, Interconnection Standards,
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Mandatory Utility Green Power Option, Oregon - Net Metering, Oregon Energy Trust,
Portland - Green Building Policy and LEED Certification, Renewable Energy Systems
Exemption, Renewable Portfolio Standard and Solar Access Laws (DSIRE 2008).
D. Social Sustainability
•

Risk: Since sunlight is free, clean and accessible, people are quite in favor of solar energy.
Although some toxic chemicals are involved in producing solar PV cells, user safety
issues in PV systems are minimal. One of the concerns about potential dangers of solar
energy is falling off of the roof when installing or maintaining solar facilities (Simon
2007).

•

Perception: The public perception of solar energy is quite positive. A survey conducted
by an independent polling firm, Kelton Research, shows that ninety-four percent of
Americans say it’s important for the U.S. to develop and use solar energy. More than
seventy percent of Americans favor extension of Federal tax credits for solar energy.
Seventy-seven percent of Americans feel Federal government should make solar power
development a national priority (SCHOTT 2008).

•

Knowledge: The Oregon Energy Policy Survey results indicate that more than half of
Oregonians are familiar or very familiar with solar energy. Only seven percent are not
familiar from a state-wide sample (Table 5). Compared to geothermal, the public are
more aware of solar renewable technology. The high percentage could be an indicator for
the potential public acceptability of solar energy in Oregon.
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Table 5: People's familiarity with solar energy (Steel and Stefanovich 2008)
Solar Energy
State-wide
Portland
Willamette
Coastal
Sample
Metro
Valley
Sample
Not Familiar
7%
8%
5%
4%
Somewhat Familiar
32%
30%
41%
29%
Familiar
39%
35%
35%
45%
Very Familiar
23%
27%
19%
22%
E. Acceptability for Oregon
Solar energy, which consists of solar heat, light and PV, is Oregon’s largest renewable
energy. Northwestern Oregon receives the same solar resources as the national average, and
eastern Oregon and southern Oregon have the same annual solar resources as northern Florida.
Now in Oregon, there are several hundred solar systems that are connected to utilities and several
thousand “off-grid” systems that have been installed. Also, we are currently able to attract large
manufacturers of solar PV technology to Oregon (State of Oregon 2008). Oregon’s abundance in
solar resources would be the basis for future development.

7. Sustainability of Wind Power
A. Technology
Wind energy comes from moving air as a result of unequal solar heating of the earth.
This type of energy is mainly used to generate electricity, although sometimes it can also help to
crush grain or to pump water as a mechanical force. As wind blows, the rotor of a wind turbine
in wind farms spins and drives the shaft of an electric generator. Figure 15 shows a typical
design of a wind turbine (National Renewable Energy Laboratory 2009). Usually, wind turbines
with small rotors are used for battery charging, whereas larger rotors facilitate the generation of
large amounts of electricity in a regional grid (Massachusetts Technology Collaborative 2008).
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At the end of 2006, wind produced just above one percent of world-wide electricity
(World Wind Energy Association 2007). A total of 17.8 billion kWh per year of electricity was
generated by wind machines in the U.S. in 2005, capable of serving more than 1.6 million
households (Energy Information Administration 2007).

Figure 14: Wind Turbine Schematic Diagram (National Renewable Energy Laboratory
2009)

B. Environmental Sustainability
•

Impact on the Geosphere: Wind is one of the prime causes for soil erosion, because it
dislodges soil particles and carries them off the land (Pimentel and Kounang 1998). It is
possible that development of wind energy projects would result in the deterioration of
soil systems. But wind has minimal or no risk of soil contamination (Tuttle 2002).

•

Impact on the Atmosphere: Wind energy, as a clean energy, contributes to reduction of
carbon dioxide emission, which is a major cause for global warming. For example, a
1000MW project called New Wind Power in Montana is estimated by National
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Renewable Energy Laboratory to reduce carbon dioxide 2.9 million tons a year (National
Renewable Energy Laboratory 2009). However, nonmainstream scientists speculate that
large-scale wind power systems have the capacity to change local weather (Simon 2007).
•

Impact on the Hydrosphere: Some wind farms are built offshore, which may affect the
hydrology of the ocean. Also, when cables connect to the onshore grid, cable routes could
adversely affect the local hydrology (Royal Haskoning 2007).

•

Impact on the Biosphere: Sometimes in order to build a wind power plant, trees have to
be removed in order to accommodate the giant “fans.” Transportation of energy
production equipment requires huge trucks and can cause enormous disturbance to the
local flora and fauna. Wind power plants also impose threats to animals, especially birds
and bats, such as loss of habitat, electrocution, and collisions with wind energy machines
(Simon 2007).

C. Economic Sustainability
•

Market Cost: The cost of wind energy can be produced at approximately 5.1 cents per
kWh if an optimum wind of twelve meters per second is sustained on a 24-hour basis. In
reality, however, wind does not meet load demands all the time, and housing for power
storage devices would be needed to store surplus energy. Storage devices, and resulting
buildings, additional wind turbines, a staff of employees, the costs of disposing of worn
devices, etc. will impose an additional cost to the optimum 5.1 cents per kWh (Simon
2007).

•

Federal Incentives: Wind Powering America is a recent federal commitment to increase
the use of wind energy in the U.S. Instead of being a top-down policy that imposes rigid
regulations on states, local governments, and businesses, Wind Powering America seeks
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to promote cooperation and collaboration among them. This policy takes into
consideration American farmers, Native Americans, and other rural landowners,
attempting to provide new sources of income for them (U.S. Department of Energy 2008).
•

State and Local Incentives: Business Energy Tax Credits is one of the major incentives
for wind energy in Oregon, which provides an incentive of thirty-five percent of the cost
of wind systems to commercial developers. The credit is taken over five years: ten
percent in the first and second years and five percent each year thereafter. Trade, business
or rental property owners who pay taxes for a business site in Oregon are eligible to apply
(Oregon.Gov 2008). Other wind energy incentives in Oregon include Ashland Electric Net Metering, BEF - Renewable Energy Grant, Energy Trust - Small Wind Incentive
Program, Interconnection Standards, Mandatory Utility, Green Power Option, Northwest
Solar Cooperative - Green Tag Purchase, Oregon - Net Metering, Oregon Energy Trust,
Portland - Green Building Policy and LEED Certification, Portland - Green Power
Purchasing and Generation, Renewable Energy Contractor Licensing, Renewable Energy
Systems Exemption, Renewable Portfolio Standard, Residential Energy Tax Credit,
Small-Scale Energy Loan Program, Tax Credit for Renewable Energy Equipment
Manufacturers (DSIRE 2008).

D. Social Sustainability
•

Risk: It is found that visual aesthetics is of most concern to the public, while other aspects
including noise and disturbance to wildlife are of lesser importance. Two factors
associated with visual aspect are the nature of the location (e.g. hilltop, coast, protected
area) and the characteristics of the turbines per se (such as size, color, orientation and
layout) (Walker 1995).
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•

Perception: The public’s perceptions of wind farms are complex. Some people think the
disadvantages of wind turbines can be balanced by their broader benefits, while others
don’t believe so. In the U.S., some proposals, such as the Zond Systems Development
near Los Angeles, in the Altamont Pass, and Palm Springs area, have been turned down
due to vigorous public opposition. Therefore, the public’s positive perceptions are vital to
the success of the wind energy industry (Walker 1995).

•

Knowledge: Results from the Oregon Energy Policy Survey indicate that fifty-eight
percent of Oregonians self-identified themselves as being familiar or very familiar with
wind energy. This percentage varies with locations: Sixty-six percent for Portland
metropolitan area, forty-eight percent for Willamette Valley, and sixty-five percent for
the coastal area (Table 6).

Table 6: People's familiarity with wind energy (Steel and Stefanovich 2008)
Wind Energy
State-wide
Portland
Willamette
Coastal
Sample
Metro
Valley
Sample
Not Familiar
5%
3%
4%
6%
Somewhat Familiar
37%
30%
48%
29%
Familiar
42%
45%
38%
49%
Very Familiar
16%
21%
10%
16%
E. Acceptability for Oregon
Large and small wind projects in Oregon can provide a total capacity of about 450 MW,
and development of new projects is carrying out primarily in the central and eastern Columbia
River area and in northeastern Oregon. One of the major concerns in terms of large-scale wind
energy development is the transmission capacity between eastern and western Oregon. It is more
difficult to run a small wind farm due to a relatively higher cost, but it may benefit the local
economy more than a big farm does (State of Oregon 2008).
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8. Sustainability of Biomass Technology
A. Technology
Generally speaking, biomass is composed of forestry resources and agricultural resources,
depending on where the feedstocks come from. Both of them have three levels of resources-the
primary level (direct from photosynthesis), the secondary level (residues from central
processing), and the tertiary level (salvage after secondary use as post-consumer residues) (See
Figure 16) (Clark and Yin 2007).

Figure 15: Biomass Sources (U.S. Department of Energy 2005)

These various sources of biomass can be used for electricity generation, heat production,
or transportation fuel supply. Since electricity generation is the focus of this essay, technology
translating biomass into electricity, which is similar to that of wind energy, is discussed in this
section.
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First, biomass is burnt to provide heat, which in turn makes water into steam. The steam
turns the turbines and generates electrical power (see Figure 17). According to the Energy
Information Administration, 590 million wet tons of biomass are available annually in the U.S.
(Haq 2002).

Burn
Fuel

Heat
water to
make
steam

Steam
turns
turbines

Turbines
turn
generators

Electrical
power sent
around
country

Figure 16: How Biomass Generates Electricity (Darvill 2009)

B. Environmental Sustainability
•

Impact on the Geosphere: Biomass plays an important role in preventing soil erosion,
maintaining organic nutrients, and keeping beneficial soil organisms. First, biomass
residues can protect soil from water and wind erosion and maintain the water content and
air content of soil by reducing runoff/sediment and air-borne particulates. Second,
removal of biomass residue would result in decreased organic matter and nutrients, and
thus increased fertilizer is required to provide more nutrients, leading to more pollution
by fertilizer. Third, biomass residue removal can affect the existence or living of soil
organisms, disrupting the balance of the ecosystem. Experiments performed in Olympic
Peninsula revealed that forest harvesting practices for biomass production, such as clear
cutting, would influence organisms to varying degrees (Clark and Yin 2007).

•

Impact on the Atmosphere: Although biomass is able to absorb CO2, when it is burnt to
generate electricity, the carbon dioxide is released, making biomass CO2 neutral (CAN
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Europe 2008). Also, growing biomass plants might involve using more fertilizers, which
may release additional toxic chemicals into the air (Clark and Yin 2007).
•

Impact on the Hydrosphere: Water depletion and water pollution are the two major
problems caused by biomass electricity generation. In many cases fresh water
(groundwater and surface water) is being depleted by agriculture than it is being
recharged, which has threatened current food supplies, not to mention biomass crops. As
for water pollution, agricultural chemicals are inevitably applied to protect biomass crops
from weeds, plagues and diseases. Common agricultural chemicals are herbicides,
fungicides, insecticides and other pesticides. At this point, biomass feedstocks should be
sought that require low chemical inputs (Clark and Yin 2007).

•

Impact on the Biosphere: Ideal ecological traits of biomass energy plants are often found
among invasive species. Examples of invasive biomass energy plants in the United States
are Arundo donax, Phalaris arundinacea, hybrid grass Miscanthus × giganteus, Panicum
virgatum, etc. Ecological risks must be assessed before planting certain species to avoid
ecological disorders (Clark and Yin 2007)

C. Economic Sustainability
•

Market Cost: Biomass transportation, storage and handling costs are a major part of the
costs of biomass electricity generation. Designing the facility to handle multiple biomass
types is also an extra cost compared to using conventional technology. The estimated cost
of generating electricity from landfill gas is 2.9 to 3.6 cents per kWh. Producing
electricity from anaerobic digestion of animal manure is about 3.7 to 5.4 cents per kWh.
Digester gas from a farm-site manure digester can help reduce farm energy costs
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(Oregon.Gov 2008). How much biomass electricity costs depends on what type of
biomass would be used for electricity generation.
•

Federal Incentives: One of the federal incentives for biomass electricity generation is the
Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit, which provides tax credit for electricity
generated by renewable sources and sold by the taxpayer to an unrelated person during
the taxable year. Table 7 below shows the in service deadline and credit amount for
biomass resources (DSIRE 2008).

Table 7: Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit (DSIRE 2008)
Resource Type
In Service Deadline
Credit Amount
Closed-loop Biomass Facilities
December 31, 2010
2.1 cents/kWh
Open-loop Biomass Facilities
December 31, 2010
1.0 cents/kWh
Landfill Gas
December 31, 2010
1.0 cents/kWh

•

State and Local Incentives: Incentives for biomass electricity at the state and local levels
in Oregon include Business Energy Tax Credit, Interconnection Standards, Mandatory
Utility Green Power Option, Oregon - Net Metering, Oregon Energy Trust, Portland Green Building Policy and LEED Certification, Portland - Green Power Purchasing and
Generation, Renewable Energy Systems Exemption, Renewable Portfolio Standard,
Residential Energy Tax Credit, Small-Scale Energy Loan Program, Tax Credit for
Renewable Energy Equipment Manufacturers (DSIRE 2008).

D. Social Sustainability
•

Risk: Land is not infinite and therefore producing biomass energy might jeopardize
access to agricultural land that would otherwise provide food for the world. Removal of
waste and residues can also deprive the soil of nutrients, leading to unsustainable and
infertile soil. Biomass energy dependence can be greatly affected by drought or
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pestilence. These risks should be taken into account when we consider the sustainability
of biomass energy (Schiermeier, Tollefson et al. 2008).
•

Perception: A study on public perceptions on woody biomass utilization in Oregon
identifies that there is “widespread support for removing excess biomass from Oregon
forests by means of mechanical thinning”, but it is not clear how the public sees
producing electricity from the biomass. Also, further research is needed to determine the
public’s perceptions on other biomass feedstock (Oregon Departments of Energy and
Forestry 2007).

•

Knowledge: The Oregon Energy Policy Survey also examines people’s familiarity with
biofuel technology. Although biomass electrical energy and biofuel are not the same
thing, we are still able to have a sense of the public knowledge regarding bio-products
from the survey. Thirteen percent of Oregonians are very familiar with biofuel, and
thirty-one percent are familiar, while about half of the people are not familiar or
somewhat familiar with the technology (Table 8). The numbers vary a little across the
state as is shown in the breakdown.

Table 8: People's familiarity with biofuel (Steel and Stefanovich 2008)
State-wide
Portland
Willamette
Coastal
Biofuel
Sample
Metro
Valley
Sample
Not Familiar
12%
12%
12%
9%
Somewhat Familiar
44%
42%
47%
47%
Familiar
31%
35%
26%
31%
Very Familiar
13%
11%
15%
13%
E. Acceptability for Oregon
In Oregon, more than ninety percent of biomass energy is generated by forest or urban
woody biomass (forty percent) and paper mill pulping liquor (forty-six percent). A study done in
Wallowa, Union and Baker counties assessed that six jobs would be created for each megawatt
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of biomass energy with a fifty megawatts potential in these three counties (State of Oregon 2008).
On top of the economic considerations, ecological pros and cons need to be taken into account.
For example, as we are running risks of affecting soil quality by removing biomass, it might help
restore Oregon’s forest health by reducing fire hazards (Bowyer 2006). Socially, the public
acceptance of biomass energy is not certain with approximately fifty percent of Oregonians not
familiar or somewhat familiar about the technology.

9. Sustainability of Wave Technology
A. Technology
People have been exploring wave energy to generate electricity and solve energy issues
both nationally and internationally. About 0.2% of the ocean’s untapped energy could be used to
provide power to our world. Types of ocean energy include tidal, current, temperature gradient,
salinity and wave, among which wave energy might be the best source with its higher availability
and predictability (Brekken 2007). Wave energy technology can be categorized into four major
types: oscillating water column, attenuators, overtopping and point absorbers, as shown in Figure
18 (Nelson 2008).
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Figure 17: Major Categories of Wave Energy Technology (Nelson 2008)

Since Oregon’s wave energy has become particularly interesting because of the abundant
ocean resources and strong transmission capacity, researchers from Oregon State University and
engineers of Columbia Power Technologies have worked closely to develop wave energy in
Oregon, using point absorber technology (Brekken 2007).
How does it work? First of all, the buoy is tethered to the sea floor. Then, as it floats over
a wave, the magnets are moved over the electric coil inside a float, leading to a changing
magnetic field. The coil experiences the field and generates voltage (Figure 19).
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Figure 18: How OSU Technology Generates Electricity (Yardley 2007)

B. Environmental Sustainability
•

Impact on the Geosphere: Drawing electricity out of the ocean would cause a decrease of
energy in wave, resulting in many changes on the nearshore zone. One would be changes
in the profile of the beach and decreases in the cross-shore and longshore transport of
sediment, which in turn affects sediment deposition, beach mixing, estuarine processes,
morphology of lagoon inlets, etc. (Nelson 2008)

•

Impact on the Atmosphere: Most of the literature indicates that wave energy doesn’t
cause air pollution or contribute to climate change, and is often considered a clean
carbon-free alternative (Demirbas 2006).

•

Impact on the Hydrosphere: Wave energy devices can extract three to fifteen percent of
the incident wave energy and create triangle-shaped wave shadows on their side towards
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shore, affecting wave shoaling (wave height changes due to shallower water depths),
wave breaking, current generation, turbulence levels, and many other wave driven
physical processes (Nelson 2008). Such changes might impose adverse effects on the
ocean.
•

Impact on the Biosphere: Wave energy buoys can act as artificial reefs attractive to reefassociated fishes and serve as hard substrate for algae and invertebrates, leading to a net
gain of fish and other marine life (Hatfield Marine Science Center 2007; Nelson 2008).
However, wave energy could harm marine birds and mammals. Major concerns for
seabirds include disturbance to local breeding colonies, noise pollution from operation,
risk of collision with buoy during foraging, accidental contamination from device failures
(Maunsell and Metoc PLC 2007). For mammals, major concerns include risk of collision,
disruption of migratory pathways, chemical fouling, food availability, disruption of
sensory systems, and disturbance to haul-outs and local rookeries (Maunsell and Metoc
PLC 2007; Nelson 2008).

C. Economic Sustainability
•

Market Cost: Costs of wave energy vary from site to site. According to The Economist it
costs at least 18 or 20 cents per kWh (The Economist 2005). For Oregon, researchers
estimate the costs to range from 20 to 30 cents per kWh (Brekken 2007). But with
improving technology, wave energy is likely to produce electricity at approximately 4.5
cents/kWh (Ocean Energy Council 2008). The following nine factors should be
considered when calculating the costs of a wave farm (Vining and A. Muetze 2008):
1. Siting and permitting
2. Initial and ongoing capital costs
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3. Installation.
4. Operation and Maintenance.
5. Taxes
6. Depreciation schedule
7. Financing costs: debt management
8. Project life time.
9. Average annual energy production
•

Federal Incentives: Renewable Energy Production Incentive (REPI) is a federal program
promoting renewable production in the U.S. It offers 1.5 cents per kWh produced (1993
dollars, indexed for inflation) to not-for-profit electrical cooperatives, public utilities,
state governments, Commonwealths, territories, possessions of the United States, the
District of Columbia, Indian tribal governments, or a political subdivision thereof and
Native Corporations for a ten-year period. Eligible technologies include solar thermal
electric, photovoltaics, landfill gas, wind, biomass, geothermal electric, livestock
methane, tidal energy, wave energy, ocean thermal, fuel cells with renewable fuels (U.S.
Department of Energy 2008).

•

State and Local Incentives: The Energy Trust of Oregon is an independent, nonprofit
organization dedicated to energy efficiency and renewable energy development in
Oregon, who created the Open Solicitation Program in 2002. The program tries to fund
renewable energy projects with two million dollars annually. Eligible technologies
include hydroelectric, geothermal electric, wave energy, fuel cells, etc. (DSIRE 2008).
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D. Social Sustainability
•

Risk: Concerns do exist among the public regarding wave energy. Surfers see the risk of
drawing energy out of ocean, which leads to reduced size of waves breaking on the shore,
would spoil their sport (Morris 2007). Fishermen, both recreational and commercial, are
concerned about installations in prime crab or salmon trolling areas, with wave energy
affecting the crabbing or fishing (AP 2007).

•

Perception: In the Oregon Energy Policy survey, people were asked about their attitudes
toward the development of wave energy off the Oregon coast. Results show that fiftyfour percent of Oregonians state-wide are very positive or positive about wave energy,
and only three percent are negative or very negative (Table 9). There are thirty-two
percent of Oregonians who don’t have enough information to form an opinion (Steel and
Stefanovich 2008).
Table 9: People's perceptions of wave energy (Steel and Stefanovich 2008)
State-wide
Portland
Willamette
Coastal
Wave Energy
Sample
Metro
Valley
Sample
Very positive
26%
22%
28%
29%
Positive
28%
27%
33%
30%
Neutral
11%
16%
7%
12%
Negative
2%
1%
1%
3%
Very negative
1%
0%
2%
3%
Do not have enough
information to form
32%
35%
29%
23%
an opinion.

•

Knowledge: As is seen from above, a large number of people don’t have enough
knowledge regarding wave energy. This is confirmed by another survey question in the
same study. In answering “how familiar are you with wave energy”, only twenty-four
percent chose “familiar” or “very familiar with the technology.” A breakdown table
below shows how percentage changes across the state (Table 10).
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Table 10: People's familiarity with wave energy (Steel and Stefanovich 2008)
Wave Energy
State-wide
Portland
Willamette
Coastal
Sample
Metro
Valley
Sample
Not Familiar
38%
44%
30%
27%
Somewhat Familiar
39%
35%
50%
40%
Familiar
19%
18%
15%
26%
Very Familiar
5%
4%
5%
7%
E. Acceptability for Oregon
Oregon has been considered an ideal location with tremendous opportunity for wave
energy development because of its abundant ocean resource and large transmission capacity
(Oregon.Gov 2008). Acceptability of wave energy in Oregon, however, is a different subject
than opportunity. Environmentally, the ocean still remains unknown to us in many aspects in
Oregon context (Portland State University 2008). Compared to many other places like Scotland,
Ireland, California, etc. which have gained better environmental knowledge of the ocean for their
wave energy development, we still need more research and science done locally to develop
Oregon acceptable plans.
Economically, more incentives might need to be created to support wave energy. “In
general, renewable energy projects would not exist if it were not for government subsidies”
(Vining and A. Muetze 2008). Four categories of incentives should be taken into account in
creating incentives for wave energy: customer choice, direct cash assistance, indirect cash
assistance and low-cost debt financing (Table 11).
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Table 11: Four Categories of Incentives and Examples (Vining and A. Muetze 2008)
Incentive Category
Incentive
Brief Description

Customer Choice
Incentives

Renewables Portfolio Standard
(RPS)
Tradable Renewable Energy
Credits (TREC)
Utility Green Pricing Program

Fixed Tariffs
Direct Cash
Incentive

Direct Production Incentive
Direct Investment Incentive
Production Tax Credit
Investment Tax Credit

Indirect Cash
Incentive

State and Local Sales Tax
Reduction
Property Tax Reduction
Accelerated Depreciation
Schedule

Low-Cost Debt
Financing

Government Subsidized Loans
Project Loan Guarantees

TRECs are allocated to renewable
energy suppliers for each kWh
generated and may be used to fulfill
the RPS.
A special pricing program for
renewables set up and managed by
utilities.
Utility providers are required to
purchase renewable energy at fixed
prices, set by some regulating
agency.
Renewable generators are given cash
payments based upon the amount of
electricity generated by the facility.
A generator receives cash for
investing in renewable energy much
like a grant.
The developer receives an annual tax
credit linked to the amount of
electricity produced.
The developer receives a one-time
tax credit for renewable energy
investments.
Reduced sales tax on the components
of a renewable energy facility
reduces the installation and overall
levelized cost of the project.
This reduces the overall cost of land
for a renewable energy installation.
This allows companies to claim the
loss of asset value as a noncash
expense which may be deducted
from taxable income and thus
decrease annual income tax.
The lower interest rates of these
loans help project developers finance
their projects.
The government guarantees that a
loan will be repaid to the lender,
consequently making it easier to
obtain project financing.
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Socially, it appears from the Oregon Energy Policy Survey that there are more people for
wave energy than those who are against it. However, public knowledge of wave energy and of its
potential impacts will still need to be advanced. Europe encountered a similar situation several
years ago, and in order to promote the public’s knowledge and social acceptability of wave
energy they proposed three general strategies and two specific recommendations. Generally, (1)
public knowledge could be increased through information campaigns directed at press, public
and politicians, (2) Networks should be built to help share information between developers and
authorities, and (3) Developers should pay attention to the benefits of direct public involvement.
In terms of the specific projects it recommended that (1) Each developer should aim at the
highest positive level of openness and information during the preplanning phase, and (2)
Developers should also keep the high information level during and after construction by
providing the progress of the work to the public (Hansen, Hammarlund et al. 2003).

To sum up, we have discussed the sustainability and acceptability of nine electricitygenerating energy sources: liquefied natural gas, petroleum, nuclear power, hydropower,
geothermal power, solar power, wind power, biomass power and wave energy. For sustainability,
we have looked at environmental, economic and social aspects; for acceptability, we have based
our discussion about energy in the Oregon context. Due to time constraints and data limitations,
we don’t have an opportunity to elaborate in much detail on each section. Instead, we choose to
take a snapshot of the nine energy sources using academic insights with some industrial
information as a supplement. Next, we will generate comparison matrices based upon the
findings.
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VI.

Conclusion
To conclude the essay, we have created four comparison matrices to contrast all energy

sources examined: an environmental sustainability matrix (Table 12), an economic sustainability
matrix (Table 13), a social sustainability matrix (Table 14), an overall sustainability matrix
(Table 15) and a general acceptability matrix (Table 16).
In interpreting the environmental sustainability matrix, please note that our research, due
to time constraints, characterized ecological effects qualitatively without discussing the exposure
of certain effects. It would be wise to consider assessing the exposure in the future depending on
financial resources, analyzing magnitude, duration, frequency, etc. of the environmental stressors.
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Environmental
Sustainability

Table 12: Environmental Sustainability Matrix
Impact on
Impact on
Impact on
Geosphere
Atmosphere
Hydrosphere

LNG

LNG pool fires
damage land

Contributes to
greenhouse effects

Petroleum

Could harm soil
and ground due to
petroleum
exploration

Contributes to air
pollution and green
house effects

Nuclear Power

Radioactive waste
can contaminate
local soil.

Radon as a
radioactive gas in
atmosphere can
cause cancer.

Impact on
Biosphere

Pollutes ocean,
groundwater,
surface water.

Harms marine
organisms and
habitats

Could contaminate
ocean, ground
water and surface
water by improper
disposal of wastes
Wastewater
discharged back
into river could
cause water
pollution

Harms wildlife by
damaging the
habitat

Radioactive
substances can
cause many
diseases.

Affects acidity of
water

Blocks salmon’s
way upstream.
Turbines could
injure fish. Acidrelated bacteria
releases harmful
metals.

Could affect
groundwater quality

Release of mercury,
arsenic, etc. could
harm biological
organisms

Disposal of solar
cell modules could
cause
contamination of
ground water and
surface water.

Carcinogenic
chemicals used to
produce PV cells
could harm
organisms

Believed to reduce
carbon dioxide

Could adversely
affect local
hydrology and
ocean.

Could damage local
flora and fauna on
land or ocean.

Biomass Power

Could reduce soil
quality.

Carbon-neutral but
may release toxic
chemicals into
atmosphere

Could cause water
depletion and water
pollution

Could introduce
invasive species

Wave Energy

Could change
beach profiles,
decrease transport
of sediment, etc.

Could be
considered a clean
energy.

Might impose
adverse effects on
the ocean by
changing physical
attributes of waves.

Could harm marine
organisms
including birds and
mammals

Hydropower

Could result in
more use of
fertilizers in
farmland

Geothermal Power

Exploration may
damage resources
in the geosphere.

Solar Power

Tin oxide and
industrial solvents
used by PV cells
could contaminate
soil.

Wind Power

Could cause soil
erosion

No air pollution or
greenhouse gas

Could contaminate
atmosphere by
releasing hydrogen
sulfide, ammonia,
methane, etc.
A catastrophic
release of toxic
gases used in
producing PV
devices may cause
serious atmospheric
pollution.
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In the economic sustainability matrix, we summarized information on market cost,
federal incentives, and state and local incentives, from our discussion section. Please note that
market cost we draw from different literature is calculated based on various economic
assumptions. Readers might want to go back to the original papers to see if the assumptions
involved match their situations before using the data to make any decisions. Federal Incentives
and state and local Incentives listed in this matrix are not exhaustive, but serve as examples to
give readers a sense of what kinds of incentives are available.
Table 13: Economic Sustainability Matrix
Economic
Sustainability
LNG

Petroleum

Nuclear
Power

Market Cost
Regular natural gas ranges
from $8.55/Mcf to
$14.53/Mcf; LNG might be
more expensive than regular
West Texas Intermediate
Spot Average is
$43.14/barrel in 2009;
$99.57/barrel in 2008.
$.03-.046/kWh

Hydropower

$.006/kWh

Geothermal
Power

Range from $.0008 /kWh to
$1.75/kWh

Solar Power

$1/kWh

Wind Power

$.051 /kWh if optimum

Biomass
Power
Wave Energy

$.029/kWh to $.054/kWh
$.18/kWh to $.30/kWh

Federal Incentives

State&Local
Incentives

Energy Policy Act of
2005

N/A

N/A

N/A

Nuclear Production Tax
Credit, Regulatory Risk
Insurance, Loan
Guarantees, etc.
Clean Renewable Energy
Bonds, Hydroelectric
Production Incentives,
etc.
Renewable Energy and
Production Tax Credit,
etc.
Solar Energy
Technology Program,
etc.
Wind Powering
America, etc.
Renewable Electricity
Production Tax Credit,
etc.
Renewable Energy
Production Incentive

N/A
Business Energy
Tax Credits, Energy
Loan Program, etc.
Oregon Small Scale
Energy Loan
Program, etc.
Residential Solar
Electric Tax Credits,
etc.
Business Energy
Tax Credits, etc.
Biomass Energy
Tax Credit, etc.
Open Solicitation
Program
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As we can see in the social sustainability matrix, there’s a great deal of uncertainty on
people’s fears, perceptions, and knowledge of the energy sources. The results presented are
based the best available data we were able to obtain. At this point, a combination of qualitative
and quantitative sociological research would be very helpful to characterize social sustainability.
Table 14: Social Sustainability Matrix
Social
Sustainability

Risk

LNG

Could be a terrorist target.
LNG explosions and fires.
Disturbance to salmon
migration.

Could harm salmon,
forests,
Farmlands; Fire
threats.

Comparatively familiar to
the public

High prices

An aging, dirty energy
source

The public is aware of
petroleum and its negative
environmental impacts.

Negative perception

Comparatively familiar to
the public

Petroleum

Nuclear
Power
Hydropower

Geothermal
Power

Nuclear radiation,
plutonium, and nuclear
waste disposal
Environmental concerns
such as mercury
contamination,
bioaccumulation, etc.
Not too much risk.

Solar Power

Not much risk.

Wind Power

Viewshed obstructions.

Biomass
Power

Could harm agriculture,
reduce soil quality, be
affected by drought or
pestilence

Wave Energy

Wave depletion; impacts
on fisheries.

Perception

A massive, landscapealtering, historyflooding, fish-blocking
energy source
It’s considered
environmentally
friendly, but could
cause trouble as well.

Knowledge

People are well informed of
hydropower’s low cost,
efficiency, reliability and its
environmental concerns.
28% of Oregonians are
familiar or very familiar
with geothermal power.

More than half of
Oregonians are familiar or
Quite positive
very familiar with solar
energy.
58% of Oregonians are
People’s perceptions
familiar or very familiar
differ on wind energy.
with wind energy.
Needs further research Research on biofuel
on the public’s
indicates that 44% of
perceptions of biomass Oregonians are familiar or
energy
very familiar with biofuel.
24% of Oregonians are very
Mixed.
familiar or familiar with the
technology.
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Based upon our findings, we assign numbers one to nine to all the electricity-generating
energies, with one being least sustainable and nine the most sustainable. Then, we add up the
scores for each energy source from the three dimensions and rank them all in order of overall
sustainability (See Table 15). As we can see from the far right of the table, the overall
sustainability order is geothermal > solar power > hydropower > wave energy > wind power >
LNG > petroleum > biomass power > nuclear power. This ranking is not conclusive because of
two reasons. First of all, every area or location has its own environmental, economic and social
characteristics with its individualized political context, that is, what is sustainable for the
Columbia River Gorge can differ from what is sustainable in the Willamette Valley. Finding out
a one-size-fits-all ranking is not likely. Secondly, in terms of wave energy development, there
are many unknowns and more research is needed to determine how sustainable one source is
versus other sources. Despite this, our preliminary results still provide a snapshot of comparing
sustainability.
Table 15 Overall Sustainability Score
Energy Type

Environmental Score

Economic Score

Social Score

LNG
Petroleum
Nuclear Power
Hydropower
Geothermal
Power
Solar Power
Wind Power
Biomass Power
Wave Energy

3
2
1
5
8

9
8
5
6
7

2
3
1
6
8

Overall
Sustainability
Score
14
13
7
17
23

9
7
4
6

1
3
4
2

9
5
4
7

19
15
12
15
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The general acceptability matrix is Oregon-oriented and briefly discusses the challenges
and opportunities that might be experienced in developing each type of energy in Oregon.

LNG
Petroleum
Nuclear
Power
Hydropower
Geothermal
Power
Solar Power
Wind Power
Biomass
Power
Wave Energy

Table 16: General Acceptability Matrix
Acceptability
It’s likely to receive much public opposition due to negative environmental
impacts. Economically, not as feasible as regular natural gas from Rocky
Mountains. Socially, Oregonians are concerned about its environmental
impacts.
Supply can be difficult for Oregon.
Not acceptable in Oregon given previous political opposition.
Growing need for surface water supply, aging infrastructures and public’s
knowledge determines the acceptability of hydro in Oregon.
Geothermal in general has been considered a promising energy source for
Oregon, but acceptability still depends on how the development would be
managed locally.
Oregon’s abundance in solar resources and several hundred solar systems
would be the basis for future development.
Transmission capacity between eastern and western Oregon and the cost of a
small wind farm affects the acceptability of wind energy.
Biomass can enhance the economy, while we’ll need to take into consideration
environmental pros and cons. Social acceptance is not certain.
Oregon has tremendous ocean resources and large transmission capacity to
develop wave energy. Environmentally, we need more research locally to
inform decision-making. Economically, more incentives might need to be
created. Socially, the public’s knowledge of wave energy needs to be advanced.

In crafting energy policy for Oregon, we highly recommend from examining Lowi’s
typology model that policy-makers limit unsustainable and unacceptable energy by using
regulatory policy (such as Oregon Statutes 469.595 and 469.597 for nuclear plants), but
encourage sustainable and acceptable energy by using distributive policy (such as Business
Energy Tax Credits).
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In order to increase the sustainability and acceptability of wave energy, we suggest policy
makers encourage research on local environmental impacts of wave energy, provide local
economic incentives targeted on wave, and promote the public’s knowledge of wave energy.
Through the process of completing this project, data limitations and time constraints have
been major obstacles. However, as a snapshot in time, this essay presents important facts, data
and a framework to inform energy evaluation, policy formulation and decision-making. At last,
we highly recommend that “sustainability-thinking” should be utilized at all levels of decisionmaking.
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VIII. Appendix: List of Abbreviations
ANWR

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

BETC

Business Energy Tax Credits

CAFE

Corporate Average Fuel Economy

DOE

Department of Energy

EC

European Commission

EEC

European Economic Community

EPAct

Energy Policy Act

EU

European Union

FERC

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Mcf

Thousand cubic feet

PUHCA

Public Utility Holding Company Act

PV

Photovoltaic Systems

SELP

Oregon Small-Scale Energy Loan Program
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